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Introduction:-  
 

 

Strategic planning is an imperative instrument of the trade that permits them to require modern 

vital choices and pick up competitive advantage among the competitors. Strategic arranging may 

be a broadly acknowledged administration approach that permits the organization to oversee 

competition and challenges that the commerce is confronting. Key arranging has a positive, 

direct, and noteworthy effect on the execution of the organization since it makes a difference in 

taking key choices and actualize compelling hones. This can be since strategic planning offer 

assistance in executing an efficient, judicious, and expository approach in choice-making and 

this produces positive work results (George, Walker & Beast, 2019). Techniques created through 

arranging make a difference in deciding the components that empower overseeing taken a toll, 

items, and other techniques. Bryson (2018) has advance pointed out that key administration 

makes a difference in arranging different courses of activities that can offer assistance 

accomplish organizational vision or frame an unused vision.  

Usually, strategic planning makes a difference in analyzing inner and outside situations and 

makes the oversees mindful of the outside openings and make techniques for moving forward 

their showcase situating. 

In this way, the report proposes and shapes a new strategic plan for Just Toyz through diverse 

stages of strategy detailing such as unused mission and vision of the company, objectives, 

analysis of strengths and weaknesses of the company, and proposal of unused vital headings. In 

advance, the report too analyzes different methodology schools and proposes one best procedure 

school for Just Toyz. The extend to points to suggest a competitive technique for the company 

that can offer assistance to fortify their showcase offers in both worldwide advertise of Japan and 

the United Kingdom. 

Comparing Different Strategy Schools:- 

 
 
Mintzberg has provided ten diverse strategy schools or models that make a difference in strategic 

management and clarify the meaning of strategy that can either related to plan, arrange, 

positioning, consumerist, and others. The primary school clarified by Mintzberg is a design 

school that offer assistance in the improvement of strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and 
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dangers of the company. Based on these strengths and weaknesses the opportunities and dangers 

confronting the company can be managed successfully. The strategy planned in this school fits 

the internal capabilities and outside possibilities. Design thinking is a school that permits basic 

approaches for understanding issues. In any case, this process is influenced by the individual 

behavior and feelings and the way information is gathered. The second school is a planning 

school that has its roots in the system theory. 

The steps used in this school are to arrange the whole strategy in a thorough and fast way. In any 

case, such a school isn't valuable in the long run since the world is changing quickly (Mintzberg, 

1990). In contrast to the design school, the planning school does not consider the slow and 

systematic formation of the procedure through analysis. 

The third sort of strategy school is situating school that keeps industrial financial point as the 

central focus. This school makes a difference in forming strategy by analyzing the competition 

within the industry and the strategies and actions of the competitors. Not at all like other strategic 

schools of the plan and arranging it is seen that in situating school the company can take three 

nonexclusive strategic such as cost-leadership, separation, or focus. In any case, the strategy 

chosen in this school exclusively depends on the capacity of the leaders, which isn't seen in the 

planned school since it is based on real information accumulated on strengths, weaknesses, 

opportunities, and dangers of the company. Finally, there's an environmental school that's 

situational, and more often than not gives importance to the environment. Situational analysis is 

a necessary apparatus in this school because it determines strategy based on the shown situation 

(Mintzberg, 1990). In any case, the firm making utilize of this instrument has got to be dexterous 

since the environment is always changing. The changing requirements in this school are more 

than the planned school. 

In connection to Just Toyz it is seen that the school that best bolsters the development of the 

company is a plan school that points at shaping strategies that best fits the trade concurring to 

their strengths and weaknesses and offer assistance them meet the openings they have within the 

worldwide advertise by overcoming the dangers. This is often since the strategy that will be 

planned for Just Toyz will best suit their capabilities and outside possibilities they have in both 

the market of Japan and the United Kingdom. This can be the foremost valuable school for Just 

Toyz since other schools would require the company to be profoundly dexterous and adjusting to 

as often as possible alter their strategy according to the outside circumstances. In addition, 
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planning school needs long-term planning and the strategy may be ineffectual in case of changes 

that take place in the industry or the organization. Based on this the planned school is the 

foremost viable one to utilize for empowering them to put themselves effectively within the 

market of Japan and United Kingdom. 

 

Competitive Advantage Strategy:- 

 

Competitive advantage exists in a firm when they provide comparative sorts of service or goods 

to the clients as the competitors, in any case with way better quality or lower fetched. The 

benefits being conveyed to the clients ought to be more than that of competitors. Concurring to 

Wang, Lin & Chu, 2011). Competitive advantage is critical for an organization for fulfilling the 

clients who will gotten special esteem from the products they have purchased. In this way, to 

achieve an interesting advantage it is critical for the organization to create and execute special 

traits of the product and make it more important than the products of the competitors. It is 

profoundly critical for Just Toyz to make a competitive advantage strategy for helping them to 

strengthen their market offers in both the international market of Japan and the United Kingdom. 

There are different sources of competitive advantage that Just Toyz can utilize in both the 

international market such as innovation and development, human assets and organizational 

structure (wundermanthompsoncommerce, 2021). In connection to these sources, the companies 

can make utilize three diverse strategies for competitive advantages such as separation, cost 

leadership, and focus. 

 Just Toyz comes beneath the online discount business or e-commerce business where the 

exchange take put between businesses to business. The foremost viable and important 

consideration in an internet business industry is straightforward and proficient ways of 

purchasing online where companies focus on making purchasing and offering the foremost basic 

and productive action (wundermanthompsoncommerce, 2021). Besides, modern competitors are 

entering effectively into the online wholesale market since of low cost and ease of handle. The 

developing wholesalers within the online platform are seen to have gigantic advanced skills, 

specialized frameworks, and logistic expertise. Besides, the internet is seen to boost 

straightforwardness into different strategies of the business related to pricing, customers, service, 

and quality. This has made it critical for online wholesale companies like Just Toyz to make a 
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competitive advantage strategy (Markets, 2021). The focal point of the competitive advantage 

strategy in Japan and the United Kingdom must be the client base since it'll offer assistance to 

the company to strengthen their market share in these two markets by attracting increasingly 

clients or businesses for providing their toys. 

Online wholesale or e-commerce division is exceedingly competitive both in Japan and the 

United Kingdom since of being a profoundly specialized proficient economy. Most of the online 

wholesale companies in these two countries are profoundly effective in their digital services 

towards their clients. Additionally, Japan's e-commerce market is ruled by huge online 

wholesalers that conduct B2B businesses. So also, the B2B online wholesale division of the 

United Kingdom is developing effectively with increasingly companies being a part of it. In such 

as condition it is recommended that Just Toyz should actualize separation strategy as their 

competitive advantage strategy wherein it can present itself differently before the competitors 

and increment its market share in these two markets (Wang, 2014). 

As a portion of the separation strategy, it is recommended that Just Toyz should strengthen its 

omnichannel preparation. omnichannel allows a consistent interaction between the company and 

the client's overall channels such as through sales representatives, internet, or mobile 

applications. In any case, most of the e- commerce over the world needs this capacity and fail to 

execute an omnichannel strategy and this causes negative results on their services. Just Toyz 

being a modern company in these two markets and effectively attract clients by making their 

omni-channel consistent, as clients don't effectively such quality communication from a modern 

online company. For this reason, it is suggested that Just Toyz can improve its specialized 

integration over different regions so that it can keep up near harmonization between different 

channels that gives data to the clients (Markets, 2021) 

This will empower the company to distinguish their services from other competitors in Japan and 

UK wholesale toy market by making their order preparing service speedy and simple. 

Additionally, for differentiation strategy, Just Toyz will broaden and grow their product 

categories to special toys to preserve strong client particular catalogs, nitty-gritty product data, 

cross-channel order management, and others (Jones, Harrison & Felps, 2018). This is often since 

Just Toyz will be able to manage the order they get in their online entrance through phone calls, 

mobile applications, and social media and coordinate order without any obstructions or delay, 

and offer clients with wide extend of choices. 
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Recommendation on Short Term and Long-Term Goals:- 
 

In conjunction with the competitive advantage strategy, it is additionally important for Just Toyz 

to plan its brief-term and long-term objectives for viable strategic planning. The short-term 

objectives of the business are the point at accomplishing something in the modern future that's 

inside brief period such as one year. Long-term objectives on the other hand point at 

accomplishing something advance within the future that's after a year. Long-term objectives 

require cautious planning and implementation. Each of the short-term and long-term objectives is 

a Smart goal.  

The suggested short-term objectives for Just Toyz is: 

  

 To improve the technical expertise of the employees of the organization across 
channels. 

 
 

S- To memorize the technical gaps existing among staff and work on its improvement. M- 

Ensure to reduce the technical hole within the business to zero 

A- to conduct quarterly execution review 

B-  R- Will successfully offer assistance in managing and implementing change and selection in 

the future. T- to attain it within  inside following six months 

 
 To collect and use information of the clients to the best understanding trends 

and implement right integration. 

S- To realize the trends of both existing and unused business clients in Japan and UK.- 

 

M- A test of 200 clients will be analyzed counting both existing and modern. 

 

A- Look at client trends through an online surveys from existing and potential clients. 

 

R- This will empower in understanding the desire of clients and increase permeability in 

both international markets.  

T- Consider trends over another six months. 
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 To increase efficiency of technical services of the online platform. 

S- To extend digital client service through online service portals. 

 M- To make an improvement to digital client service overall its social media channels 

and official website. A-offering boundless get to data and prompt response to each 

service request. 

 R- It’ll offer assistance in effectively overcome competitive dangers in the market of 

Japan and the UK.  

T- To realize it inside another eight months. 

 

 The suggested long-term objectives of Just Toyz is: 

 
 To extend the reach to new business clients and improving B2B relationships. 

 
S- To extend business over broad client base in Japan and UK.  

M- To capture 60% of the market share in Japan and the UK. 

 A- Conduct convenient advancement and improve services. 

 R- Offer assistance in strengthening market share in the UK and Japan  

T- Inside following 2 years 

 
To prioritize visibility over the correct market places in Japan and The United 

Kingdom.:- 
S- To form visibility on online social media platforms of Japan and the UK.  

M- To be obvious in more than 3 potential social media platforms. 

 A- To engage in advancement and service improvement.  

R- Offer assistance in strengthening market share in the UK and Japan  

T- inside another 2 years. 

 
Strategic Plan 

Executive Summary 

The point of the plan is to make unused strategic vision and mission of the company at the 

side planning new strategic directions that the company can implement based on its 

strengths and weaknesses. Just Toyz is an internet wholesale company that's effectively 

working within the market of Japan and the UK and is planning to strengthen its position 
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in its two-international market. Through vital planning, the company will be able to put 

itself proficiently and in an unexpected way within the international market that as of 

now encounters an exceedingly competitive B2B e-commerce market selling a huge 

number of wholesale products to the business clients. The vision of the company is to 

gotten to be the most requesting and visible company by making strides in the service 

and ease of purchase. The company should make utilize plan school for shaping its 

strategic planning by analyzing the strengths, weaknesses, openings, and dangers of the 

company within the market. Just Toyz should point by receiving to separation strategy to 

accomplish acknowledgment and benefits more than its clients. 

 

Mission Statement 

To supply the business clients of Just Toyz a much effective suite of highlights and 

coordinated the omni- channels that can make it simple for them to purchase online with 

effective availability and get to data and strengthen the position within the online 

wholesale market. To be straightforward before the clients for all the services and 

benefits it offers within the toy market. 

 
Vision Statement 

To pick up the name of “simple and effective purchasing for your business” and be the 

foremost requesting online wholesale company for toys within the international market 

of Japan and the United Kingdom where businesses can find new toys and categories and 

purchase them at the best cost and deals. 

 

SWOT Analysis of Just Toyz 

Internal Analysis 
 
Strengths- Just Toyz has been able to gotten to be one of the known online wholesale 

companies in the toy market of Japan and the UK only inside 36 months after it got made 

as an online startup. The company has been able to extend in the international market 

and got to be effective inside exceptionally brief period not at all like other internet 

startups. With its success in these 3 years, the company has been able to gain effective 

money-related resources, image, reputation, and nearness among the domestic as well as 
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international clients. 

 

Weakness- Just Toyz still needs a nearness within the international market of Japan and the UK 

that includes a profoundly competitive online discount advertise for toys and where most of the 

brick and mortar companies have presently moved online. Other than just Toyz still needs 

proficiency in their communication and dissemination channels being a startup company not at 

all like other well-placed online discount companies of these two nations. The company is as it 

were display in two worldwide markets and not in other vital and huge worldwide markets where 

other expansive online wholesalers have as of now entered. 

 

External Analysis:-  

 

The opportunity- just Toyz has the opportunity to extend its showcase share in two international 

markets of Japan and the UK in which it as of now works as well as the company too has the 

chance to extend its nearness and benefit in other universal markets. There's tremendous 

accessibility of clients in Japan and the UK since of tall advertise potential. The e-commerce 

advertise of Japan is anticipated to reach USD 325.9 billion by the conclusion of 2026. There 

are different sorts of specialized changes and forms that just Toyz can embrace to oversee the 

integration of Omni-channels and boost straightforwardness in their substance and other data. 

The threats- justToyz faces colossal competition in both the worldwide markets in which it 

works. Japan encompasses a number of online wholesale toy companies such as Kuboshoten, 

Japan Toys, Super Delivery, Alibaba, and others that have as of now captured the advertise 

share. So also, UK too has well set up online discount toy advertise with companies like Toys 

wholesale, Esources, NDA Toys, and others overwhelming the showcase. This makes it a 

danger for just Toyz to pick up the showcase share in these two worldwide markets and ended 

up celebrated. 

 
 
 
 
 

 Strengths 
 

 Weakness 
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1.  The center quality of this company 

lies within the differing qualities of the 
group working within the company 
because it offers toys in several locations. 

 
2. The high quality of toys made 

for amusement and instructive purposes 
with the safety measures taken 
to continuously utilize chemical-free 
materials 

 
3. Shaping incredible brand notoriety in nearl

y no time which strongly empowers it to 
enter new markets 
and grow their clients base  

 
4. The company features 

a solid budgetary capability because it got 
to be a multimillion company in a short 
time. 

 
 

1.  The company staff may 
need involvement so they may be 
not able to manage spontaneous 
crises. 

2. There can be a likeness to other 
toys delivered by competitors. 

3. High costs of transportation as the 
company is based in Thailand 
but offers in Japan and UK.  

4. Chinese Toys makers are 
dominating the 
toys showcase around the world 
so they might come up short to 
compete within the market  

5. Being a provider but not 
a producer might increment middl
e-man costs and fall flat to 
achieve benefit. 

 

 Opportunities 
  

1. Online nearness permits just Toyz to 
extend more on the advanced scale and be 
unmistakable to many people in different 
areas. E.g. more European and Asian 
countries. 

2. Just Toyz may well be able 
to grow exponentially because 
it can offer numerous online stores in 
different markets such as Amazon, 
Walmart, Otto, Souq, etc.  

3. Middle-east has one of the 
foremost growing rates of 
the populace within the world. 
A tremendous number of kids are born 
each year which 
implies an extending showcase for toys. 

4. The company can extend its reach 
to unused markets because 
it is fiscally strong.  

 Threats 
1.  Modern competitors might 

enter the advertisement as there 
are moo obstructions to passage. 
(Johnson, 2016). 

2. More exchange taxes can 
be forced by a nation so the taken 
a toll of imports could be high  

3. Kids are getting to be more pulled 
in to hand-held gadgets such 
as portable phones, tablets, etc. 
This might reduce the request for 
toys  

4. Financial subsidence might happe
n as Covid-19 had influenced the 
world’s entirety economy in 2020 
which implies that the 
purchasing/spending control of 
the client will drop. 
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5. Clients think profoundly of just Toyz as 
they have developed quickly in 
a brief period of time. 
 

 
 Recommendations to overcome weaknesses and threats: 

1. Toyz looking to supply a line of imaginative toys to assist progress each child 

considering aptitudes at a young age through the utilize of intuitive toys. 

2. All toys must be PVC-free so they will be secure for kids of all ages to be used. 

 

 

 

1. Be a well-known toys’ supplier and producer within the worldwide advertising of 

toys by acquiring a higher showcase share.  

2. Contract advanced marketers and sales 

generating group individuals from distinctive foundations and cultures 

in arrange to be able to get to unused markets and more potential customers.  

3. Just Toyz can operate at low-cost labor markets which makes the 

next benefit margin.  

4. Make appealing, engaging, and intuitively toys in arrange to overcome the 

competition by substitutes such as trending video diversions, supports, etc. 
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